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CLASS 11 - ECONOMICS
Mock Paper 1

 

General Instructions:

General Instructions:

1. All the questions in both sections are compulsory. Marks for questions are indicated against

each question.

2. Question numbers 1 - 10 and 18 - 27 are very short-answer questions carrying 1 mark each. They

are required to be answered in one word or one sentence each

3. Question number 11 - 12 and 28 - 29 are short-answer questions caring 3 marks each. Answers

to them should not normally exceed 60-80 words each

4. Question number 13 - 15 and 30 - 32 are also short-answer questions carrying 4 marks each.

Answers to them should not normally exceed 80-100 words each

5. Question number 16 - 17 and 33 - 34 are long answer questions carrying 6 marks each. Answers

to them should not normally exceed 100-150 words each

6. Answer should be brief and to the point and the above word limit be adhered to as far as

possible.

Section A

a) All of these b) Income earned

c) Marks in subject d) Beauty

1. Which of the following will give qualitative data [1]

2. Fill in the blanks:

________ is a person who helps the investigator to collect data.

[1]

3. If the arithmetic mean of a distribution is 24.5 and the median is 30.6 then calculate the

probable value of mode.

[1]

a) None of these b) exact

c) absolute d) relative

4. Mean deviation is a /an _______measure of dispersion [1]

5. In the graph shown below, the frequency of the interval 40-50 is [1]
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a) 110 b) 70

c) 40 d) 120

6. State true or false:

According to Croxton and Cowden Index numbers are devices for measuring differences in

the magnitude of a group of related variables.

[1]

7. Match the following:

(a) The class Mid-point is equal to
(i) The upper-class limit of a class is excluded in

the class interval

(b) The frequency distribution of two

variable is known as
(ii) The actual value of observations

(c) Statistical Calculation in classified data

are based on
(iii) Bivariate distribution

(d) Under the exclusive method
(iv) The average of the upper-class limit and

lower class limit

[1]

a) b)

c) None of these d)

8. Which of the following formula is used for calculating combined arithmetic mean? [1]
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9. Fill in the blanks:

Data originally collected in the process of investigation method are known as ________.

[1]

a) Table, Tabulation b) Tabulation, Table

a) Non linear b) Symmetric

c) Tabulation, Graph d) Graph, Table

c) No correlation d) None

10. _____ refers to the method or process of presenting data in the form of rows and columns and

____ refers to the actual presentation of data on the form of rows and columns

[1]

OR

If rxy = ryx, correlation between x and y is

11. List the different cases which are suitable for collecting primary data through telephone

interviews.

[3]

12. Find out the median of the data given below by arranging them in ascending order [3]
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X 160 150 152 161 156

Frequency 5 8 6 3 7

OR

Represent the following data by a deviation bar diagram.

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Saving / Deficit (Rs. in '000) 30 -20 10 15 -25 20

13. Calculate standard deviation and its Coefficient from the following data using assumed mean

method.

Size 5 6 7 8 9 10

Frequency 9 12 15 8 4 2

[4]

14. Following are the heights and weights of 10 students of class XI.

Height (in inches) Weight (in kgs)

X Y

62 50

72 65

68 63

58 50

65 54

70 60

66 61

63 55

60 54

70 65

Draw a scatter diagram and indicate whether the correlation is positive or negative.

[4]

15. The price quotation of different commodities for 2014 and 2015 are given below. Calculate the

index number for 2015 with 2014 as base year by using

i. Simple Average of Price Relative

ii. Weighted Average of Price Relative

Commodity Unit Weight
Price (Rs.)

2014 2015

A kg 5 2.00 4.50

B quintal 7 2.50 3.20

C dozen 6 3.00 3.50

D kg 2 1.00 1.80

[4]
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Section B

OR

Write two merits and demerits of median.

16. Explain different types of frequency curves with an example. [6]

17. Given the following data on monthly wages of 1000 workers, frequency of two class interval

are missing. Locate these if the Median of the series is 56.

Wages (in Rs000's) 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80

Number of Workers 60 60 ? 200 ? 285

[6]

OR

Compute Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation from the following data by direct method.

X 10 12 11 13 12 14 9 12 14 13

Y 7 9 12 9 13 8 10 12 7 13

a) Can’t say b) True

c) Occasionally d) False

18. An economy always produces on, but not inside a PPC. [1]

a) Desire for the commodity b) Quantity demanded of that

commodity

c) Need for the commodity d) Quantity of the commodity

demanded at a certain price during

any particular period of time

19. Demand for a commodity refers to: [1]

20. Fill in the blanks:

When production is zero, total cost will be equal to ________. (variable cost/fixed cost)

[1]

a) inelastic b) perfectly elastic

c) elastic d) perfectly inelastic

21. When the percentage change in demand is more than percentage change in price, demand is: [1]

OR

Fill in the blanks:

When the cost of production ________ due to technology turning obsolete, then supply curve shifts

to the left. (decrease/increases)

22. In which market form a firm cannot influence the price of the product? [1]

a) All of these b) Only B

c) Only A d) Only C

23. Efficient productions occur if a firm:

A. cannot produce its current level of output with fewer inputs.

B. given the quantity of inputs, cannot produce more output.

C. maximizes profit.

[1]

24. State true or false: [1]
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When MR is zero, TR is maximum.

25. Match the following:

(a) Indifference curves are convex to the point of origin due to

:

(a) the sum of marginal

utilities

(b) If Marginal Rate of Substitution is constant throughout, the

indifference curve will be:

(b) the utility from the last

unit consumed

(c) Marginal utility is
(c) Downward sloping

straight line

(d) Total utility is (d) Decreasing MRT

[1]

a) 0 b) 1

c) 1.5 d) 2

26. In case of a straight-line demand curve meeting the two axes, the price elasticity of demand at

the mid-point of the line would be:

[1]

a) No b) Yes

c) May be d) Can’t say

27. Can TR be a horizontal Straight line? [1]

28. If more & more resources are constantly explored and new techniques of production are

constantly discovered, don't you think a day will come when our central problems will be

solved once for all?

[3]

OR

What is an economic problem? Why does it arise?

29. If the prevailing market price is above the equilibrium price, explain its chain of effects. [3]

30. Explain the difference between ‘change in demand’ and ‘change in quantity demanded’. [4]

31. A producer can sell any quantity of a commodity at a given price of Rs.10 per unit. His cost

schedule is given below:

Output (units) 1 2 3 4 5 6

Total Cost (Rs) 12 22 31 38 48 60

How many units should he produce to get maximum profit?

[4]

32. State different phases of the Law of Variable Proportions on the basis of Total Product. Use the

diagram.

[4]

OR

Define market supply. Explain the factor ‘input prices’ that can cause a change in supply.

33. Suppose the demand and supply curves of salt are given by: 

q      D = 1,000 – p 

q      S = 700 + 2p

a. Find the equilibrium price and quantity.

b. Now suppose that the price of an input used to produce salt has increased so that the new

supply curve is q      s = 400 + 2p 

[6]
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How do the equilibrium price and quantity change? Does the change confirm to your

expectation?

c. Suppose the government has imposed a tax of Rs 3 per unit of sale of salt. 

How does it affect the equilibrium price and quantity?

OR

With the help of demand and supply schedule, explain the meaning of excess demand and its

effect on price of a commodity.

34. A consumer consumes only two goods X and Y whose prices are Rs 4 and Rs 5 per unit

respectively. If the consumer chooses a combination of these two goods with Marginal Utility

of X equal to 5 and that of Y equal to 4, is the consumer in equilibrium? Give reasons. What

will a rational consumer do in this situation? Use utility analysis.

[6]


